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P'ssman and Mulhern

StresS Affects Maternal Punitivenesi: A Model for

Investigating 'Child-Abuse

2

$
.11_ - A

Discipline for children 4s-commonly thought tosvary in intensity with

the environmental strm-S-Iiiider which the parent is functioning (e.g., Gelles,

1973). If these situational infiuences'aiv extreme, discipline may. take the

. form of physical child-abuse (Gelles,' 1973; Gi 1970). These environmental

,

'demands may be independent orthe child's actions (e.g., economic,4.social,

or emotional) (Alvy, 1975). On, the other hand, the stressors may involve

precipitating behaviors by thechild (forinstance, demands for attention

or-transgreStions.inter6pting parents' behaviors), No doubt, the role

s' 'of variables determining parental punitiveness is of critical importance to

contemporary cOnces with child-abuse (Alvy, 1975). However, conceptions re-
.

garding the effect of environmental stress upon punitiveness or child-abuse

have received little direct corroboration under controlled conditignI. Sup-
,

port has usually been limited to correlational data which eliminate the pos-
,

.

sibility of determining cause-and-effect 'relationships. Few hypotheses. in

this area have been experimentally tested a p.cloi(Gelles, 1973; SAinetta &

Rtgler,

Traditionally, studres of parent-child relations have concentrated upon'

the manner in which.the behavioftof the parent affects that of thechild but
ir* ' .

, sy,

seldom upon/the child's effects on the parent's behavior. However, this
* .. .- -

. .

unidirectional approach has been criticized as being sseverely limited

. .

(Berberich,' 197). Recently, Giwirtz and Boyd .(1976) have suggested that

the behavior of the gild be manipulated to study the child's inflUence upon

'the parent's behavior. An application for this intgractionist rationale would

. I:)*the parent's choice "of4isciplinary tactics following thansgresstons-by

the child.

3
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The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of environ-

mental demands upon parental dis'cipline in a controlled laboratory setting

in which stress was induced. As a mild stressor,independent of children's

behaviors; response requirements of mothers for success on a simple goal

oriented task were made high and ambiguous. Hepdry (1969) has proposed

that uncertainty' (that is, a lack of sufficient information regarding':

*
response requirements) induces aversive motivational states. As a stressor

apparently dependent upon the child's behavior, the mother's task was inter=

rupted by her child's making errors on an unrelated 'task which she was super-

vising. Since children who are difficult to supervise are often victims of

child-abuse (Johnson & Morse, 1968), the feequelfty Of the child's inter-

ruptions requiring parental attention appear related to the. intensity of

discipline. By having the mother perform one task and siMultanebusly monitor-
.

misbehaviors of her child on another, a situation analogous to !tat thought
4I

to precipitate child-abuse .was'estabilshed,

' Consider the following example. ,,A parent is home preparingdinner when

suddenly the spouse calls to say. that there will be guests arrivirig shortly.

(Note thatthis.stress is independent of the child's behavior'.) MeanWhile,
. 4

the child 'also begins to make demands upon the parent (such as requesting

feeding, diapering, or merely attention). Like the example, in our study

it was anticipated that parental punitiiieness following interruptions by, then
, .

A

child would be directly related to the external response r\quiremenIs demanded
w,

..- .

of the parent and also- to the,frequency of the child's interruptions which
.....

necessitated the administration of discipline.

After, se0arating4from the4r chifdren (age ('4 to 8 years,

each of ten mothers, (aged 23-39 years, mean 29.0) was seated

.

soles. One housed a clock, telegraph-key; and counter. The

.

mean 6.1),

betweeh two con-,

other cpntained
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ten 'Push-buttons numbered zero through minus nine, The mother/was told
. -

that her child was assembling a puzzle in an adjacent moth and that she was

to monitor that performance telemetrically,,without directly observing the
1t I.

child. Each success was marked by a tone, while each failure resulted in a

bszz. Tones required no responsg from the mother. However,tbuzzing (failure)

necessitated her pushing one button corresponding to the number of M & Ms (from

0 to 9) that she judged should be subtracted from a supply previously given.

(This fort; of punishment is known as omission training.) The importance of

these maternal judgments for helping her child best learn the task was
.

emphasizedi*the child's only source ,of information that an/error had been

%
made was in her puthing a button. Concurrently, her own task was to press

the telegraph-key so as to'earn points registering on a counter. This task'

was presented to the mother as a challenging game.

.

"Child, independent".tress.was heightened by informing the mother that

to earn points she must respond on her key at some high (but unspecified)

ratbefore 30 seconds expired.on the clock. This 'uncertain" phase lasted

45 minutes. Before the next 15 minute "certain" phaSe; her response require-

ments were specified; that isshe was to press the key.once each 30 seconds

for. 4s many points at previously. Tocapitalize upon any possible initial .

certainty or stress due to her just having been placed in the experimental

situation, the uncertain phase always preceded the certain phi foreach -)

.mother.

The two 15 min phases, were each additionally_ divided into three 5 min

periods in which the stress was, child dependent: In the first.period Of both

- the Uncertain.and Certain phases, the mother was.signalled that her child

( .
. ....v. .

,

had made 10
-
errors and 10 successes on the puzzle. II the setond period

t

of each phase, she was signalled that her child d(made 20 v.rors and 20

successes. Finally, in both phases a 5 min peri bf 10 errors and 10

5
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successes was rye ated. (Notice that in each period the ratlb of successes

0

to failures was kept constant at one.) -Thus the sequente was Uncertain with
--.

,

/

_ .

10,errors and 10 successes, Uncertain with 20 errors and 20 successes, Uncertain

with:10 and 10; Certain withl0 errors and 10- successes, Certain with 20 and

20, and finally Certain with 10-and 10. The mother was also,informed that

after an error by her child,'her telegraph key would be rendered inoperable

until she made her judgmental responie.

In reality; outcomes of both the mother's and child's tasksloere in-

dependent of their performances. Points obtained by the mother and the

,sequenCe of the child's "successes.' and "errors" were produced by concealed

electromechanical equipment according to randomly generated variable time

'schedules and were kept constant across all mothers to facilitate comparisons.

The dependent vafiables 'were the mother's selection of pynishment intensities, '

the latency from the onset of the buzzing to make this choice, and her rate

of2keyworessing. Comprehensive'debriefing of the mothers was undertaken at

the end of the session.

To assess whether the instructions for the mothers' key-pre§stng to obtain

points effectively exerted.control over the responseTates,the'frequencies
1

ofpreising when the response reqdtrements were Uncertain and Certain were

'compared. As instructed, mothers pressed the key slgnificantly4nore ten

,whet- uncertain than when certain (.1).. 1:1.025).. The number of interruptions?

made by the child did hot significantly affect the wthers'Aey-pressing Tate.
.1

The slide shows the relationlhip among maternal punitiveness and the

-child independent child dependen sources of. stress. Mothers punished

4 mere intensely when their response requirements'ivere mncertain than certain,

f(1,9) f 8.72, 11-<.026.

1(24:8) = 2.69, 1( .10.

tathan with 10,'t(18) 2.

The child dependent stress also produceddifferences -

Mothers punished more intensely with 20 interruptions

31, 2,.02.5. Latency from the onset of the.buzz to

6
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the mothers' selection of a punishment intensity resulted in an interaction
Alo

between child independent and dependent stressors, FX2,18) =

. W6ien,childr4n interrupted 10 times, mothers disciplined more slowly if unir

certain than"certain, t(18) = 5.4c,12. (.005; however, with 10 interrupt-4i

no uncertain-cerfain.differences were found. Overall, with 10 interruptions

mothers were slower to punish than with 20, t(18). < .05. When

uncertain, mothers punished more slowly than when c rtain, t(18) = 1.94;

2L (.05.

No reliable differences due to the sex or age of the child were obtained

.with respect to punitiveness orvlatency to punish.
.

4 The present experimental research supports previous correlational work

citinsituatioal stress as a causal agent fOr increased parental'discipline.

Maternal punitiveness was not only manipulable'in a.laboratory but it was also

affected by two different sources of stress. When mothers performed a stress-

ful uncertain task, intensities of punishment choien for'iheir children'strans-

gressions were greeter than when they were relatively unstPlessed and unhurried

by the task. If the children themselves produced stress by interrupting the

,mothers' work, the more interruptions they committed, the more intensely they

were punished, even though as many correct responses as errors 'were made and

_the natureof the child's transgressions remained constant. These findings

clearly implicate both the dIckumstances in which the parent is functioning
,

and the child's behavior as.determinants'oi the intensity of punishment ed-
.

4.

;
ministered to the child.

The time that the mothers reqtylred to make their disciplinary decisions

was also affected by the demands of their tasks and the-frequency of interruptions-
.

made by their children. :Mothers were `Slowest in punishing when

their own task requirements and when ti it children interrupted,
,

rarely, but, when harried by many interr Mons, uncertain mothers punished
A. ,

uncertain about

them relatively

7
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more quickly. Furthermore, in the u4ertain.phase, the greatest intensities

of punishment were associated with the least decisiontime. This finding

is in accord with asiertiorA,(Kempe,
Silverman, Steqle,.Droegenmueller, &

Silver, 1962) that abusive parents react quickly with-their aggression.
04

The methodology and results demonstrate a nonaversive means of analyzing .

parent-child variables involved in discipline and possibly child-abuse.

Although the stressors were mild, the child's transgressions were minor, and

the type of punishment was noncorporal, more stressful and realistic situations

might have evoked stronger punishments and perhaps child-abuse. It is clear

that there is more'than one simple, causal variable involved in child-abuse

(Alvy,.1975; Gelles, 1973). Yet, by demonstrating the sufficiency of two

stressors to 'heighten punitiveness, `the 'results appear contrary to;arguments

that Situational stress is neither necessary nor sufficient fOr abuse (Spinetta

& Rigler, 1972). Although tht necessity of parental psychopathology for child-

abuse is debated in, the literature (Alvy, 1975; Gelles, 1973)% this study .

demonstrated that the presence of psychopathology is not required to predispose

mothers to punish more intensely while under stress. Punitiveness was,manipuiateda

by'situational factors in'a randomly selected, heterogenous population of '

presumably normal mothers with no history of.etlild-abuse or emotional difficulties.
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I
FigureI. 'Mean punishment intensity selected'by mothers as a function

of the frequency_ of their childreys interruptions and the Uncertainty of

e

Figure Captions, ,
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